INTELLICORE™ MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE (IMS)
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Intellicore Management Software (IMS) from Legrand®, is a centralized SDN management system
providing remotely programmable real-time physical layer (PHY) network re-configuration, auto-documentation and control. IMS can provision end to end layer 1 connectivity for Ethernet networks, or networks with mixed protocols since it is protocol agnostic. The IMS operates in harmony with the Intellicore
Intelligent Cross Connect (ICC) and Intelligent Patching System (IPS) hardware. The IMS brings the reach
and power of SDN into Layer-1 networks, enabling software-controlled moves, adds and changes (MACs)
to the physical layer. The IMS brings exceptional capability to hyperscale data centers, co-location facilities and other large network installations with remote and powerful connectivity virtualization.

MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE FEATURES
Network topology management with
auto-discoverable physical assets
such as cross connect panel or
patching systems
Point-and-click port provisioning toand-from IPS connection endpoints
With the Path Finder feature,
selection of a port on an IPS indicates
its destination and path through the
Layer-1 network
By selecting the source and
destination IPSs, the port finder
feature will show the available ports

 Intellicore Management Software

PART #

DESCRIPTION

FMABB

IMS pre-installed onto a server appliance
IMS license for “xx” number of connected devices, annual
subscription, where:
“xx” = “01” for a single connected device
“xx” = “02” for up to 10 connected devices

FMSxxy

“xx” = “03” for up to 50 connected devices
“xx” = “04” for up to 100 connected devices
“xx” = “05” for up to 500 connected devices
“y” = “L” for 8-to-5 standard technical service support
“y” = “M” for 24/7 premium technical service support

Alarm management capability with
SNMP trap forwarding
End-to-end connection management
via software-controlled moves, adds
and changes
Network Time Protocol (NTP)
access for network and server time
synchronization
Replication and redundancy for
embedded manager, controllers
and database
Support for northbound API
application interfaces through
HTTP data requests

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

designed to be better.™

